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transmissions
Sandra Lagen*, Adrian Agustin and Josep VidalAbstract
With the objective of improving the spectral efficiency and coverage homogeneity of wireless cellular systems in
the downlink, we investigate how to take advantage of two promising transmission technologies envisioned in
current standards: network-MIMO and relay stations (RSs). It is assumed that half-duplex RSs are deployed in a
cellular system, where the duration of the relay-receive and the relay-transmit phases is fixed beforehand for all
cells. In order to reduce the spectral efficiency loses associated to half-duplex relaying, we propose the use of base
station (BS) cooperation under a network-MIMO precoding strategy based on block-diagonalization zero-forcing,
and optimize radio resources under the convex performance criteria constrained by the per-BS power, modulation
and coding schemes and the transmission rate in the relay-transmit phase. By applying convex optimization
techniques, the optimal precoding strategy is derived and a suboptimal low complexity solution is also proposed.
The obtained solutions are evaluated at system level and compared to other cooperative and non-cooperative
BS-based schemes.
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Due to the availability of new sophisticated terminals
and bandwidth-demanding services, future cellular net-
work designs are expected to provide high system spec-
tral efficiency and homogeneous coverage. The design of
such advanced network architectures is a challenging
task, since radio resources like power and bandwidth are
often scarce and the wireless channel presents unique
impairments such as fading, multi-path, and interfer-
ence. In this regard, next generation standards are
already considering that conventional paradigms need to
be rethought in a way able to exploit multi-antenna cap-
acity increase, shadowing diversity, and path loss break
concept. For that reason, mature enabling technologies,
like multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) or full fre-
quency reuse planning, are an integral part of the sys-
tem. However, more efficient wireless technologies and
novel deployment concepts, like RS-based deployments
or coordinated base station (BS) transmissions (often
called network-MIMO or coordinated multipoint), are
part of the ambitious study items [1] to deal with the* Correspondence: sandra.lagen@upc.edu
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in any medium, provided the original work is pdemanding traffic growth expected in the near future.
Leveraging on the advantages offered by the joint use of
all these techniques, to improve performance and cost
efficiency, is a challenge faced by IEEE 802.16 m [2] and
LTE-A [3].
One way to increase network capacity is by means of
increasing the radio access points and reducing the cell
size. However, since a regular BS is expensive, this solu-
tion is not attractive to network operators. Pursuing the
same objective with lower cost, relay-based deployments
is a promising approach that will have a large effect on
system’s functions and architectures [4,5]. While imple-
mentation details of full-duplex RS are still under in-
vestigation, relay-based enhancements in standards
consider half-duplex relay operation [5], which incur a
rate penalty as they require at least two timeslots to
relay a message from source to destination [6,7]. It is
therefore crucial to enhance the capacity of the in-band
wireless backhaul between source and relay (in our case,
the BS–RS link) to increase the information rate. One of
the solutions usually assumed is that relay stations (RSs)
are placed in specifically planned positions above roof-
top or in lampposts, ensuring line-of-sight (LOS) condi-
tions in the BS–RS link, and hence reducing the pathn Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly cited.
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twofold: the likely LOS propagating conditions also to
other-cell BSs (which will inject harmful interference)
and the rank deficiency of the spatial channel when both
BS and RS are equipped with multiple antennas. Both ef-
fects are detrimental to MIMO channel gains [8,9].
In this respect, network-MIMO [10] seems especially
suited to address in-band backhauling in relay transmis-
sions for the downlink. While coordination may be seen
as an efficient way to combat the interference from
neighbor cells [11,12], it also creates a virtual MIMO
broadcast channel whose number of degrees of freedom
is boosted (if compared to a conventional single-user
MIMO under TDMA) and is hardly affected by the rank
deficiency of single-user MIMO channels in LOS. It has
been observed that network-MIMO based on block-
diagonalization zero-forcing (BD-ZF) performs closely to
dirty-paper coding [10] but, although its simplicity, it re-
quires accurate channel knowledge from all involved
links. However, network-MIMO is again appropriate for
our problem, thanks to the long channel coherence time
of BS–RS links.
An additional way to improve the efficiency of relay
transmissions is by optimizing the duration of the relay-
receive and the relay-transmit phases [6,7]. In [13], we ob-
served that the joint optimization of coordinated BS–RS
links (through network-MIMO) and transmit duration
phases brings large benefits. However, this approach is not
convenient when considering multiple coordinated cells: if
each group of coordinated cells adapts the duration of the
transmission independently, the interference power ob-
served in each transmission slot may be time-varying, a
harsh, and undesirable situation for the cellular system.
Therefore, so as to guarantee the predictability of other
cell-clusters interference within transmission frames, the
transmit duration phases should be fixed beforehand
based on some criterion. For example, in [14], a statistical
criterion was used and it was observed that still large gains
both in terms of spectral efficiency and outage rate could
be obtained.
Following the above motivations, we focus our study
in the development of precoding strategies when
network-MIMO based on BD-ZF is applied to the first
hop of a relay-based transmission and the duration of
the relay-receive and relay-transmit phases is fixed
according to statistical approach. In this regard, we de-
rive the optimal precoding strategy and compare it with
other suboptimal and simpler solutions. The optimal
precoding strategy is obtained in order to maximize the
transmission rates subject to per-BS power constraints,
modulation and coding schemes (MCS) constraints and
maximum bitrates on the RS–UEs link, following similar
steps used in [12] to obtain the optimal precoding for
network-MIMO. On the other side, the suboptimalprecoding strategy comes out by maximizing the trans-
mission rates subject to a sum-power constraint [15]
and after adapting the power allocated to each symbol
stream so as to satisfy the per-BS power constraints, as
it was done in [14]. As a result, the optimal precoder
turns into a complex structure and the questions arising
are
– How much a relay-based system can benefit in
terms of cellular spectral efficiency and cell-edge
spectral efficiency by BS cooperation?
– How much gain can be achieved with the optimal
MIMO symbol precoding compared to suboptimal
and simpler precoding solutions?
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
state the system model. The resource allocation problem
is formulated in Section 3, in which we derive the opti-
mal precoding strategy and also a suboptimal low-
complex precoding strategy is proposed. In Section 4,
simulation results are presented. Conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.
Notation: For a given matrix A, its transpose matrix is
denoted as AT and its transpose conjugate matrix as AH;
|A| operator is referred to the determinant of A, tr(A)
to the trace, rank(A) to the rank (which is the minimum
between the column and the row rank) and kernel(A) is
denoting the null space of the matrix; righteigenvec(A)
denotes a matrix containing the right eigenvectors of A
and eigenval(A) denotes a matrix with the eigenvalues of
A in its diagonal; A ≥ 0 means that matrix A is positive
semi-definite; A = diag(a1,. . .,aN) describes a diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries a1,. . .,aN. For given scalars
a and b, min (a,b) denotes the minimum between a and
b, and (a)+ denotes the maximum between a and 0.
2. System model
This section presents the model for a relayed-based de-
ployment with network-MIMO applied to the in-band
backhaul. In Section 2.1, some necessary system assump-
tions are detailed. Signal model in BS–RS link and signal
model in RS–UE link are devoted to Sections 2.2 and
2.3, respectively.
2.1. System assumptions
Our system definition is based on the following practical
assumptions:
1. The number of antennas at BS, RS, and UE is nB,
nR, and nM, respectively.
2. The quality of the backhaul link supports the exchange
of perfect channel state information at the transmitter
side (CSIT) of the first hop among the cooperating
BSs. CSIT is assumed for transmissions from BSs to
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links as both terminals have static positions.
3. A maximum possible MCS is assumed.
4. RSs are time half-duplexed terminals operating
under decode-and-forward. That is a suitable
coding approach for BS–RS links, where high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is expected if LOS
propagation is met [16].
5. User equipments (UEs) do not process the signals
transmitted by the BS, only those transmitted by
the RS. In other words, simple forwarding relaying
is assumed.
6. No CSIT is available at RSs. RS transmissions are
not coordinated in the way BS transmissions are.
Their transmissions are interfered as multiple RSs
transmit simultaneously (see Figure 1).
7. Each RS transmits to a single associated UE and
therefore it is considered as a single user MIMO
link with interference. Full CSIT may be exploited
at the RS if sufficient feedback rate from the UE is
allowed. Otherwise, only average CSIT is assumed.
8. It is assumed that the duration of slots for the BS–
RS links and for the RS–UE links is constant to
preserve interference stationarity between cell
clusters.RS32
BS1
BS2
BS3
RS12
RS11
RS21
RS31
RS22
All BS All RS
RS11 UE11
RS21 UE21
RS31 UE31
RS12 UE12
RS22 UE22
RS32 UE32
t
1 2
Network-MIMO in BS-RS link, Interference in RS-UE link
Figure 1 Deployment and access mode considered for network-MIMO9. The scheduler implements a round-robin TDMA
algorithm to serve users in groups of R users.
10. The radio resource allocation (transmitted power,
beamformers) is performed by prioritizing each
UE selected by the scheduler, so that a certain
quality of service (QoS) is provided. A reasonable
criterion is that user’s priority is taken as the
inverse of the capacity in the RS–UE link so as
to avoid unfair service to deprived users. This
way, in comparison with the sum-rate (SR)
criterion (equal priorities to all users), a weighted
SR (WSR) criterion would perform better in
terms of outage rate while losing in terms of
spectral efficiency.
2.2. Signal model in BS–RS link
We shall adopt a downlink transmission setup where B
BSs are coordinated and assisted by R RSs to transmit
messages to R UEs. Each UE is associated to a single RS.
All BSs transmit on a fixed fraction of time α1 on the
first hop to the RSs following a network-MIMO strategy
based on BD-ZF [17] (see Figure 1), which is appropriate
for BS–RS links in LOS conditions (MMSE precoding
provides improved performance at medium to low SNR
[18]).over half-duplex relay transmissions in the downlink.
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x ¼
x1
⋮
xk
⋮
xB
266664
377775 ¼
XR
i¼1Qibi ð1Þ
where xk is the signal transmitted by the kth BS, bi is the
symbol stream vector of mi independent components as-
sociated to the ith RS and Qi is its associated precoding
matrix. We adopt a BD-ZF precoding [17] defined by
two matrices
Qi ¼ ViSi ð2Þ
where Si is the (B ⋅ nB − (R − 1) ⋅ nR) ×mi MIMO symbol
precoding matrix, and Vi is the B ⋅ nB × (B ⋅ nB − (R − 1) ⋅
nR) BD-ZF precoding matrix. By virtue of the ZF
precoding, the signal received by the ith RS is affected
by the nR × B ⋅ nB channel matrix Hi (containing the
channel gains between the transmitting antennas at the
B BSs and its receiving antennas):
yi ¼ Hi ViSibi þ
XR
j¼1;i≠jVjSjbj
 
þ ni∈ i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð3Þ
where ni is the additive complex white Gaussian noise.
The BD-ZF precoder design implies Vi∈kernel eHi  ,
where
eHi ¼ HT1 ⋯ HTi1 HTiþ1 ⋯ HTR T ð4Þ
The existence of a kernel of appropriate rank requires
B ⋅ nB > (R − 1) ⋅ nR and hence
rank HiVið Þ≤min nR; B⋅nB  R 1ð Þ⋅nRð Þþ
 
In addition, symbol decidability at the receivers implies
the following conditions on the number of streamsXR
i¼1mi≤B⋅nB
mi≤ rank HiVið Þ i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð5Þ
It must be remarked that in the case the ith RS ob-
serves all coordinated BSs in LOS (hence BS–RS link
channels are rank deficient) the rank of Hi grows up to
full-rows rank provided that channels to the B BSs be
linearly independent.Regarding matrix Si, it is designed to maximize users’
transmission rates:
r1i ¼ log2 IþN1=2i HiViSiSHi VHi HHi NH=2i
  ð6Þ
where Ni refers to the correlation matrix of the noise ni
plus external interference at the ith RS. In addition, we
consider practical MCS in the BS-resource allocation, so
we have to upper limit the rate for each transmission
mode of each user on the BS–RS link
r1i≤Smaxmi i ¼ 1; . . . ;R ð7Þ
where Smax is the maximum spectral efficiency that can
be achieved by the LTE-A MCS [3] for each transmis-
sion mode.
The total power transmitted by the kth BS is given by
Pk ¼ tr E xkxHk
	 
  ¼ tr XR
i¼1BkViSiS
H
i V
H
i
 
k ¼ 1; . . . ;B
ð8Þ
where xk is the signal transmitted by the kth BS (from
Equation 1) and Bk selects the nB rows of ViSi used to
transmit from the kth BS
Bk ¼ diagð 0; . . . ; 0;|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
k1ð Þ⋅nB
1; . . . ; 1;|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
nB
0; . . . ; 0|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Bkð Þ⋅nB
Þ
ð9Þ
2.3. Signal model in RS–UE link
On the second hop, each RS transmits to its associated
UE on a fixed fraction of time α2 = 1 – α1 (see Figure 1).
Since R relays can transmit simultaneously, interference
is created. We could also split the second hop in differ-
ent time slots, reducing interference at the expenses of
some loss in spectral efficiency [13].
As we are assuming no coordination among RSs and
simple receivers at the UE, only single user MIMO
transmissions can be appointed. Then, the achievable
rate for each RS–UE link, r2, follows the conventional
MIMO capacity expression affected by the presence of
interference from other RS transmissions. If no CSIT is
assumed at the RS
r2i ¼ log2 Iþ
PRi
nR
HHii Hii Ni þ
XR
j¼1;j≠i
PRj
nR
HHji Hji
 !1
 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð10Þ
where r2i denotes the rate in the ith RS–UE link, PRi is
the power transmitted by the ith RS to its UE, and PRj
defines the power transmitted by the jth RS.
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the ith UE served by the ith RS is constrained by the
minimum of rates in both hops
ri≤min α1r1i; α2r2ið Þ i ¼ 1; . . . ;R ð11Þ
where r1i is transmission rate on the BS–RS link for the ith
RS (6). Since the transmission time allocation is fixed and
the transmission rate on the second hop r2i is given by the
propagation channel conditions in the RS–UE links, we
should allocate power in the BS–RS link accordingly so as
not to waste it. Then, Equation (11) can also be written as a
constraint on the resource allocation in the BS–RS link
r1i≤α2r2i=α1 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R ð12Þ
3. Resource allocation
This section is devoted to find the optimal power alloca-
tion and beamforming vectors for BS–RS links (both in-
cluded in the MIMO symbol precoder Si) in order to
maximize the WSR of the system, when there are per-BS
power constraints and maximum MCS. Following simi-
lar steps as in [12] we obtain the optimal solution in
WSR-based optimal resource allocation. Similarly, in
WSR-based suboptimal resource allocation, a suboptimal
and simpler solution for Si is presented, which assumes
the conventional structure for the beamforming in
network-MIMO, [15], and then the power is allocated so
as to satisfy the power and rate constraints [14].
3.1. WSR-based optimal resource allocation
We want to maximize users’ transmission rates subject
to per-BS power constraint to obtain the optimal MIMO
symbol precoding matrix structure for matrices Si in (2).
If we consider Ti = SiSi
H, the WSR maximization prob-
lem for the downlink transmission in relayed network-
MIMO with BD-ZF precoding and per-BS power con-
straints is formulated as follows
P1ð Þ : minimize
Tif g; r1if g

XR
i¼1μir1i
s:t:
tr
XR
i¼1BkViTiV
H
i
 
 Pmaxk ≤0 k ¼ 1; . . . ;B
r1i  log2 IþN1=2i HiViTiVHi HHi NH=2i
 ≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
r1i  min α2r2i=α1; Smaxmið Þ≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
r1i ≤ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
Ti ≥ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
8>>>><>>>:
ð13Þ
where r1i is the transmission rate in the BS–RS link for the
ith UE and μi the priority given to it in order to add some
QoS over the served users. The first constraint accounts
for the per-BS power constraint (taken from (8)), where
Pmaxk denotes the per-BS available power at the kth BS. The
second constraint refers to the per-user transmission ratein the BS–RS link. The third constraint contains the per-
user transmission rate, which is limited by the per-user
transmission rate in the RS–UE link (from Equation 12)
and the per-user MCS constraint in the BS–RS link (from
Equation 7). Finally, the fourth constraint imposes that the
transmission rates have to be positive, and the fifth con-
straint imposes that the transmit covariance matrices have
to be positive and semi-definite.
With the inclusion of the new variable r1i in the prob-
lem, it can be verified that problem (P1) turns out to be
a convex optimization problem (as the objective function
is convex over {r1i} and all the constraints specify a con-
vex set over Ti’s and {r1i} [19]). Then, problem (P1) can
be solved using standard convex optimization tech-
niques, e.g., interior-point method [19]. However, the
optimal structure for Ti and r1i can be found in a
closed-form using Lagrange duality methods [19,20].
Proposition 1
Denoting by {γk} and {φi} a set of non-negative dual vari-
ables associated to the kth per-BS power constraint and
the ith per-user transmission rate, respectively, the opti-
mal solution to problem (P1) for a set of fixed {γk} and
{φi} is given by
Ti ¼ VHi BγVi
 1=2
WiPiWi
H VHi BγVi
 1=2
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
Bγ ¼
XB
k¼1γkBk
Hi ¼ N1=2i HiVi VHi BγVi
 1=2
Wi ¼ righteigenvec Hi
 
;
Λi ¼ eigenval Hi
  ¼ diag λi1⋯λij⋯λimi 
Pi ¼ diag pi1⋯pij⋯pimi
  ð14Þ
Therefore, the power allocation and attained rate result
pij γk
	 

;φi
 
¼ μi  φi
ln2
 1
λij2 γk
	 
  !þ i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
j ¼ 1; . . . ;mi
r1i γk
	 

;φi
  ¼Xmi
j¼1
log2 1þ λij2 γk
	 
 
pij γk
	 

;φi
  
ð15Þ
Proof. See Appendix 1.
Once we have the optimal solution for Ti’s and {r1i} for
a set of fixed {γk} and {φi}, we have to optimize {γk} and
{φi}. The set {φi} can be optimized applying the KKT
conditions [19].
Proposition 2
Denoting by {γk} a set of non-negative dual variables as-
sociated to the kth per-BS power constraint, the optimal
solution to {φi} for a set of fixed {γk} is given by
φi ¼
0 if r1i γk
	 

; 0
 
≤min α2r2i=α1; Smaxmið Þ
μi  ln2⋅ 2
min α2r2i=α1;Smaxmið Þ
Xmi
j¼1 log2 λ
2
ij
  
=mi
" #
otherwise
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R ð16Þ
8><>>:
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expression of the transmission rate in (15) into the third
constraint of problem (P1) and equaling the restriction.
Notice that Equation (16) depends on the number of
transmission modes per user (mi) and, in addition, we
need to evaluate r1i with Equation (15) which involves a
water-filling algorithm. In this regard, an algorithm to
find φi
*, which is based on hypothetic testing, is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1 (see Appendix 1 for details).
Algorithm 1: Efficient search of φi for a set of fixed {γk}
Inputs: {γk}
Output: φi
1. Set mi = rank (HiVi)
2. Compute pij ({γk}, 0) and then r1i ({γk}, 0) using (15)
3. if (r1i −min(α2r2i/α1, Smaxmi) ≤ 0)
4. • φi ¼ 0
5. • go to 17
6. else
7. • compute φi using (16)
8. • updated pij ({γk}, φi) using (15)
9. • mi ¼ count Pij > 0; ∀j
 
10. if mi ¼ mið Þ
11. ◦ φi ¼ φi
12. ◦ go to 17
13. else
14. ◦ mi ¼ mið Þ
15. ◦ go to 2
16. end
17. end
Proof. See Appendix 1.
Now, problem (P1) has to be optimized in terms of
{γk}. In this regard, an effective algorithm is proposed in
Algorithm 2 to compute {γk} following the ellipsoid
method [19]. For each set of {γk} the optimal solution
for Ti’s, {r1i}, and {φi} are computed following (14), (15),
and (16) (see details in Appendix 1).
Algorithm 2: Efficient search of {γk} and {φi} in problem P1
1. Initialize: γk k = 1,. . ., B
2. do
3. for i = 1,. . .,R
4. ◦ φi = Algorithm 1({γk})
5. ◦ Compute Ti using (14)
6. end7. • Compute the subgradient
dk ¼ tr
PR
i¼1BkViTiV
H
i
 
 Pmaxk
8. • Update γk
0s accordingly based on the ellipsoid
method [19]
9. until all γk
0s converge
10. Compute optimal Ti and r1i given by (14) and (15).
Finally, from (14) we can directly obtain the optimal
MIMO symbol precoding matrix:
Si ¼ VHi BγVi
 1=2
WiP
1=2
i i ¼ 1; . . . ;R ð17Þ
It is worth to remark that Si
* consists of non-orthogonal
columns if Bγ is a non-identity diagonal matrix (i.e., the op-
timal {γk} are not all equal). Moreover, it can be verified
that for the sum-power constraint case, Si
* in (17) contains
orthogonal columns (i.e. orthogonal beamforming) since
Vi
HVi = I, and hence its structure turns out to be independ-
ent of γ. For the same reason, when the optimal solution
for Si
* (17) is used, the computational complexity is signifi-
cantly higher than for the sum-power constraint case as
singular value decomposition (SVD) must be computed for
each algorithm’s iteration (i.e., for each value of {γk}).
3.2. WSR-based suboptimal resource allocation
Let us assume a conventional precoding [15] for the
MIMO symbol precoder Si:
Si ¼ W^ iP^ 1=2i i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
Hi ¼ N1=2i HiVi
W
^
i ¼ righteigenvec Hi
 
;
Λ
^
i ¼ eigenval Hi
  ¼ diag λ^i1⋯λ^ij⋯λ^imi 
P
^
i ¼ diag p^i1⋯p^ij⋯p^imi
 
ð18Þ
where P^i is an mi ×mi diagonal matrix describing the
power allocated per symbol stream bi. It can be verified
that the structure in (18) is optimal only when a single
constraint (normally the sum-power) is imposed to the
minimization problem (P1) in WSR-based optimal re-
source allocation. Even though, as we are interested in
satisfying the per-BS power constraints, we can set the
whole problem by including this structure for the
MIMO symbol precoding matrices and then optimize
the diagonal elements of P^i to satisfy the per-BS power
constraints and the MCS constraints. Following the
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kth BS in (8) can be reformulated as
Pk ¼ tr
XR
i¼1
fWki P^ifWki H 
¼
XR
i¼1
Xmi
j¼1p^ijewkijH ewkij
¼
XR
i¼1
Xmi
j¼1p^ijω
k
ij k ¼ 1; . . . ;B ð19Þ
where ~W
k
i contains the nB rows of ViW^ i used by the kth
BS in the transmission of message to the ith RS and ewkij
is the jth column of ~W
k
i .
This way, the WSR maximization problem for the
downlink transmission in relayed network-MIMO with
BD-ZF precoding and per-BS power constraints can be
formulated as follows [14]
P2ð Þ : minimize
p^ijf g; r^ 1if g

XR
i¼1μir^1i
s:t:
XR
i¼1
Xmi
j¼1p^ijω
k
ij  Pmaxk ≤0 k ¼ 1; . . . ;B
r^1i 
Xmi
j¼1
log2 1þ λ^ij2p^ij
 
≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
r^1i  α2r2i=α1≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
p^ij  2Smax  1
 
λ^ij
 2
≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R j ¼ 1; . . . ;mi
 r^1i≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
p^ij≤0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R j ¼ 1; . . . ;mi
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
ð20Þ
where r^1i is the transmission rate in the BS–RS link for
the ith UE and μi the priority given to it. The first con-
straint accounts for the per-BS power constraint, see
(19), where Pk
max denotes the per-BS available power at
the kth BS; the second constraint refers to the per-user
transmission rate in the BS–RS link; the third constraint
contains the per-user transmission rate in the RS–UE
link (from Equation 12), and the fourth constraint is re-
lated to the per-user MCS constraint in the BS–RS link
(which is here included directly to the power to be allo-
cated). Finally, the fifth and sixth constraints account for
the positiveness of the user’s rate and allocated power.
Problem (P2) is convex and can be solved using stand-
ard convex optimization techniques, like interior point
methods [19]. Nevertheless, in [14] we elaborate an effi-
cient numerical algorithm based on the dual update
methods [19,20] which defines a polynomial complexity
algorithm along with a reduction of the number of vari-
ables to be optimized.
Proposition 3
Denoting by {φk} and {κi} a set of non-negative dual vari-
ables associated to the kth per-BS power constraint and
the ith per-user transmission rate, respectively, theoptimal solution to problem (P2) for a set of fixed {φk}
and {κi} is given by
p^ij φk
	 

; κi
  ¼ 1
ln2
μiXB
k¼1φkω
k
ij þ κi
 1
λ^ij
2
24 35 2Smax1ð Þ λ^ ijð Þ
2
0
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R j ¼ 1; . . . ;mi
r^1i φk
	 

; κi
  ¼Xmi
j¼1 log2 1þ λ^ij
2p^ij φk
	 

; κi
   ð21Þ
Proof. See [14], where also an algorithm is proposed to
effectively update {φk} and {κi} in (21).
4. Evaluations and results
The evaluation of the proposed approach is done on a
radio access network based on LTE-advanced specifica-
tions [3] at the 2 GHz band and 20 MHz bandwidth. We
consider a hexagonal cellular deployment where B = 3
BS and a total of R = 6 RSs are deployed on the
macrocell (see Figure 1). On each scenario, six UEs are
dropped, each one attached to a different RS. Simulation
parameters are detailed in Table 1.
Evaluations and results are taken in two different
propagation scenarios: outdoor homogenous and out-
door/indoor hotspot. First, a deployment with simple
propagation channel conditions is considered where
users are located outdoor and homogeneously in the
macrocell. Second, a hotspot scenario is deployed with
indoor and outdoor users located forming areas of high
traffic demand and propagation channel conditions are
taken from the literature [21]. See Figure 2 for detailed
deployment of users and RSs in the macrocell.
In relay-based systems, it is very important to optimize
the duration of the relay-receive and the relay-transmit
phases; but as we are assuming that they are fixed before-
hand, it is crucial to make a good choice of the time de-
voted to each phase. In this regard, in [13] we observed
that the optimum α1 in terms of spectral efficiency is a ran-
dom variable that depends on the particular scenario and
the target function to be maximized. For that reason, the
duration of time slot α1 used in the simulations results is
obtained from experimental results taking into account the
LTE-A frame structure and the maximum delay for voice
transmission [3]. The considered values are depicted in
Table 2 for the different scenarios.
Two fundamental measures are adopted: cellular spec-
tral efficiency (Se), as the sum rate of R users divided by
3 (there are R users and 3 cells deployed per macrocell)
averaged over many deployments, and 95% outage rate
(rout) (or cell-edge spectral efficiency), as the peak achiev-
able rate of the 5-percentile worst users in the cell over
many deployments. Both capture most of the benefits of-
fered by coordination and cooperation of BS and relay-
based transmission.
Table 1 Overview of simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Central frequency 2 GHz
Channel bandwidth and duplex
method
20 MHz in TDD
Macrocell order B = 3
Inter site distance (ISD) 500 m
Number of sectors 3
Number of relays per sector 2 (and hence R = 6)
Sectors configurations Convergent sectors
Antenna height BS/RS/UE 25 m/10 m/1.5 m
Transmit power at BS/RS 46 dBm/37 dBm
Noise spectral density −174 dBm/Hz
Maximum number of beams nB = 4
Antenna elements at RS/UE nR = 2/nM = 2 (and thus mi = 2)
BS/RS antenna gain 14 dBi/5 dBi
Noise factor at BS and RS 7
Noise figure at UE 9 dB
Total losses at BS/RS/UE 6 dB/2 dB/2 dB
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In a first deployment, all RSs are at the same distance
dBS–RS to their associated BS, equal to 60% of the cell ra-
dius (experimentally found as the best position) and
users are uniformly placed beyond 60% of the cell radius
(so as to include only those users benefiting from the
presence of relays). See Figure 2-left for detailed deploy-
ment of the RS and users in the macrocell.
The propagation channel between each BS and RS,
and between each RS’s and UE’s is characterized by a-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
-300
-200
-100
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100
200
300
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UE ISD=500 m
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Figure 2 Macrocell and users’ deployment in the homogeneous scenapath loss component, a shadow fading and a Rayleigh
fading. The path loss component is modeled as β (d/do)
–ρ,
where d is the distance in kilometer between transmitter
and receiver, do is the reference distance (equal to 1 km), β
is the propagation constant (equal to (4πfc/(3 × 10
8))2 for
BS–RS links and equal to 2πfc/(3 × 10
8) for RS–UE links)
and ρ denotes the path loss propagation exponent which
is also different for each link; assuming a LOS situation of
RS with respect to BS: ρBS–RS = 2 (which then defines the
free space propagation model), and ρRS–UE is an input vari-
able for our simulations. The shadowing effect is assumed
Gaussian in logarithmic scale with a standard deviation of
4 dB for BS–RS link and 8 dB for RS–UE link. Therefore,
the channel from the lth transmit antenna of the kth
transmitter and the mth receive antenna of the ith receiver
is given by
hm;li;k ¼ δm;li;k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
χ i;kβ di;k=do
 ρq ð22Þ
where χi,k is the shadowing between the kth transmitter
and the ith receiver, and δi,k
m,l ∊ CN(0, 1) represents the
Rayleigh fading.
In this section, the following transmission strategies
are evaluated:
 Relayed network-MIMO optimal: relay-based
transmission with cooperative BSs using network-
MIMO and the optimal precoding strategy derived
in WSR-based optimal resource allocation.
 Relayed network-MIMO suboptimal: relay-based
transmission with cooperative BSs using network-
MIMO and the suboptimal precoding strategy
described in WSR-based suboptimal resource
allocation.0 100 200 300 400 500 600
300
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rio (left) and in the hotspot scenario (right).
Table 2 Duration of the relay-receive phase for
simulation results
α1 (BS–RS link)
Homogeneous scenario
Relayed network-MIMO 1/8
Relayed BDZF-TDMA 2/8
Relayed BF-TDMA 3/8
Hotspot scenario
Relayed network-MIMO with MCS constraints 4/8
Relayed BDZF-TDMA with MCS constraints 6/8
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Figure 3 Cellular spectral efficiency (Se) versus path loss
propagation exponent in RS–UE link (ρRS–UE) for different
transmission schemes in BS–RS link.
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Figure 4 Cellular spectral efficiency (Se) versus fraction of time
devoted to BS–RS links (α1) for different transmission schemes
in BS–RS link when ρRS–UE = 3.
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with non-cooperative BSs, where one time slot is
allocated per BS transmission and each BS serves
simultaneously its associated relays following a
multiuser MIMO BD-ZF strategy [17].
 Relayed BF-TDMA: relay-based transmission with
non-cooperative BSs, where each BS serves its
associated relays under round-robin TDMA.
These transmission strategies are evaluated for the SR
over 1,000 random user deployments when no MCS
constraints are taken into account.
Figure 3 displays Se versus the path loss propagation ex-
ponent of the RS–UE link (ρRS–UE). On the one side, sig-
nificant gains are observed in terms of Se when using
network-MIMO strategies in the BS–RS link as compared
to the utilization of non-cooperative BS-based strategies
(BDZF-TDMA or BF-TDMA). On the other side, the per-
formance gain achieved by the suboptimal MIMO symbol
precoding is near to the gain obtained with the optimal
precoding (moreover, the difference is depreciable when
the system is limited by transmission in the RS–UE link),
while the computational complexity is significantly in-
creased when using the optimal precoding strategy. Re-
garding the performance in terms of propagation exponent
of the second hop, ρRS–UE, the performance is nearly con-
stant for low values of ρRS–UE because of the high level of
received interference from non-serving RS. As the attenu-
ation in the RS–UE link increases (i.e., higher values of
ρRS–UE), the system performance is severely degraded.
Figure 4 displays Se versus the time devoted for BS–RS
links (α1) when ρRS–UE = 3. Relay-based transmission strat-
egies are compared to the case where both precoders and
durations for the relay-transmit and relay-receive phases
are optimized on each deployment following a network-
MIMO suboptimal precoding strategy and considering
that interference is stationary during the transmission in-
tervals, as it was done in [13]. However, let us remark that
optimizing the duration of the phases on each realization
is not possible in practice, since the interference betweenmacrocells would be time-varying. In Figure 4, it can be
observed that, for each transmission strategy, there exists
an optimum value for the transmit duration phases so as
to maximize the cellular spectral efficiency in average.
These values of α1 are the ones used for the system evalu-
ations, as it is explicitly detailed in Table 2. Furthermore,
when comparing the ‘relayed network-MIMO optimal and
suboptimal’ with the upper bound given by the joint
optimization of the precoders and phase durations on
each realization, it can be observed that the difference is
not significant when properly selecting α1.
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link is evaluated when the path loss propagation expo-
nent of the BS–RS link (ρBS–RS) increases, without taking
into account the constraints imposed by the RS–UE link
capacity and the maximum MCS. We can observe a gain
in the capacity of 300 and 600% due to the cooperation
of BSs, when comparing network-MIMO schemes to
BD-ZF TDMA and BF-TDMA, respectively. In addition,
comparing the optimal and suboptimal precoding struc-
tures, we can observe that the gain obtained by the sub-
optimal scheme is very close to that achieved with the
optimal scheme. Results show that there is a constant
gain irrespective of channel propagation conditions. This
confirms the fact that when a relay-based transmission
is limited by the capacity in the RS–UE link, the optimal
precoding does not obtain a significant enhanced result
compared to the suboptimal case.
To conclude, in all studies it is observed that the sub-
optimal precoding strategy for a relayed network-MIMO
system nearly achieves the optimum solution. Thanks to
the evaluation of the BS–RS capacity in Figure 5, it is
verified that the similar performance between both solu-
tions is due to the first hop precoding strategy itself and
not due to the inclusion of RS–UE link constraints or
maximum MCS constraints. However, we do not have a
mathematical intuition to explain the similar perform-
ance between both precoding strategies, since it is very
difficult to relate the eigenvalues of Ni
−1/2HiVi in (18)
with the eigenvalues of Ni
−1/2HiVi(Vi
HBγVi)
−1/2 in (14),
whose values depend on the Lagrange multipliers associ-
ated to the power constraints {γk} for which there is not
an analytical expression.2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
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Figure 5 Capacity BS–RS link versus path loss propagation
exponent in BS–RS link (ρBS–RS) for different
transmission schemes.4.2. Outdoor/indoor hotspot scenario
In a second deployment, a hotspot scenario is consid-
ered to evaluate a realistic and more complex deploy-
ment, where users are located in indoor/outdoor areas
of high traffic demand. Each hotspot is modeled as
two buildings (with 10 apartments per floor and sev-
eral floors) and the streets between them, following
the specifications of the dual stripe model for corpor-
ate urban deployments [22] (see minor details in
Table 3). One relay is placed on each hotspot. See
Figure 2-right for detailed deployment of the RS and
users in the macrocell. In addition, two tiers of sur-
rounding macrocells are considered as interference for
each macrocell, and the worst-case scenario is consid-
ered: interfering BSs transmit at their maximum allo-
cated power.
Channel models adopted are obtained from [21]. We
assume LOS conditions for all BS–RS links, distance-
dependent LOS/NLOS conditions for transmissions
from BS and RS to outdoor UE and NLOS conditions
with wall penetration losses for transmissions from BS
and RS to indoor UE. See details of the models used in
Table 3.
In this section, the following transmission strategies
are evaluated:
 Relayed network-MIMO optimal: relay-based
transmission with cooperative BSs using network-
MIMO and the optimal precoding strategy derived
in WSR-based optimal resource allocation.
 Relayed network-MIMO suboptimal: relay-based
transmission with cooperative BSs using network-
MIMO and the suboptimal precoding strategy
described in WSR-based suboptimal resource
allocation.
 Relayed BDZF-TDMA: relay-based transmission
with non-cooperative BSs, where one time slot is
allocated per BS transmission and each BS serves
simultaneously its associated relays following a
multiuser MIMO BD-ZF strategy [17].
 Direct network-MIMO optimal: non-relayed
transmission with cooperative BSs using network-
MIMO and the optimal precoding strategy [12].
 Direct network-MIMO suboptimal: non-relayed
transmission with cooperative BSs using network-
MIMO and the suboptimal precoding strategy.
These transmission strategies are evaluated for the SR
and for the WSR over 1,000 random user deployments
when taking into account the MCS constraints (from
LTE-A specifications [3]: Smax = 4.8 bps/Hz). When using
WSR, the weights are inversely proportional to the rates
in the second hop (i.e., μi = 1/r2i), in order to avoid un-
fair service to deprived users.
Table 3 Overview of deployment parameters and channel
models for a hotspot scenario
Parameter Value
Number of areas per cell 2
Area composition Two buildings with several floors,
three streets
Number of offices on each floor 10
Office size 10 m × 10 m
Office height 3 m
Street weight 10 m
Probability of the user to be
outdoor
0.8
Path loss models
BS to RS B5a LOS and C1 NLOS Winner II
BS to UE
outdoor
C2 (UMa) Winner II
BS to UE
indoor
Dense urban indoor
RS to UE
outdoor
ITU UMi with 10-m transmit
antenna height
RS to UE
indoor
C4 Winner II
MIMO channel LOS and NLOS angular
dispersion used
Shadowing & fast fading Distance-dependent shadowing,
from Winner
Shadowing standard
deviation
BS to RS B5a LOS and C1 NLOS Winner II
BS to UE ITU UMa/C2 Winner II
RS to UE ITU UMi/C4 Winner II
Antenna array/elements at BS ULA/4–12
Penetration loss due to buildings 10 dB
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Figure 6 Outage rate (rout) versus cellular spectral efficiency (Se)
for relay-assisted transmissions applying network-MIMO or
BDZF-TDMA for BS–RS links, and for direct transmissions
applying network-MIMO. ISD are 500 m (black) and 1500 m
(solid blue).
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1500 m, while Figure depicts the cumulative density
function (CDF) of the user’s transmission rate for ISD
equal to 500 m.
Figures 6 and 7 elucidate that deploying RS signifi-
cantly improves the system coverage in a corporate
hotspot scenario (for both indoor and outdoor users), as
the outage rate is higher for both relay-assisted trans-
missions (based on network-MIMO and BDZF-TDMA)
compared to the results achieved in a transmission with-
out relays (direct network-MIMO). It is due to the fact
that RS are nearer the UE and they are able to efficiently
combat shadowing and path loss effects. Moreover, in
[14] it is shown that the enhanced cell-edge spectral effi-
ciency and coverage thanks to RS’s deployment is achieved
with a lower transmitted power as compared to direct
transmissions. Notice that the 95% outage rate is 0 in the
direct transmission evaluated with network-MIMO and
SR criteria, because there are a high number of users with
bad propagation channel conditions. We observed the
same results even assuming the WSR criterion.When comparing the relay-assisted transmissions in
Figure 6 (‘relayed network-MIMO’ and ‘relayed BDZF-
TDMA’), network-MIMO achieves a nearly doubled cel-
lular spectral efficiency. BDZF-TDMA suffers some loses
in spectral efficiency due to the time division associated
to coordination. In addition, it achieves an improved
cell-edge rate because the duration of the relay-receive
and relay-transmit phases is optimized beforehand (see
Table 2) on each transmission scheme to enhance the
system spectral efficiency (and they differ from network-
MIMO to BDZF-TDMA).
If we compare the relay-assisted transmissions with
cooperation of BSs for BS–RS link (‘relayed network-
MIMO’ in legend) when using the optimal and the sub-
optimal precoding structure, it can be observed that
when using the optimal structure results in terms of
spectral efficiency and outage rate are slightly en-
hanced. It has been observed that these results are
achieved with a significantly increased computational
complexity.
When comparing results for relayed network-MIMO
with different object functions (‘SR’ or ‘WSR’ in Figure 6),
it can be observed that WSR criterion performs better
in terms of outage rate while it suffers some losses in
terms of spectral efficiency, as it is more concerned
about users with bad propagation channel conditions in
the RS–UE link.
In Figure 7, we can observe the effect of the MCS
constraints over the half-duplex relay-assisted transmis-
sions, which are applied to each link of the RS-based
transmission. Hence, the maximum per-user transmis-
sion rate that can be achieved by a direct transmission
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Figure 7 CDF of users’ transmission rates for relay-assisted
transmissions applying network-MIMO or BDZF-TDMA for BS–RS
links, and for direct transmissions applying network-MIMO.
ISD is 500 m.
Appendix 1
The Lagrangian function of problem (P1) in (13) can be
written as
L r1if g; Tif g; γk
	 

; ψi;φi; ηi
	 
 
¼
XR
i¼1L^i r1i;Ti; γk
	 

;ψi;φi; ηi
 

XB
k¼1γkP
max
k

XR
i¼1φimin α2r2i=α1; Smaxmið Þ ð23Þ
where L^i contains the terms which depend on {r1i} and
Ti’s
L^i r1i;Ti; γk
	 

;ψi;φi; ηi
 
¼ μi þ ψi þ φi  ηi
 
r1i þ tr BγViTiVHi
 
 ψi log2 IþN1=2i HiViTiVHi HHi NH=2i
  ð24Þ
where Bγ =
P
k=1
B γkBk; γk, ψi, and φi denote the Lagrange
multipliers or dual variables associated to the per-BS
power constraint, the per-user transmission rate in the
BS–RS link, and the per-user transmission rate, respect-
ively. Finally, ηi is the Lagrange multiplier needed for
having positive values of transmission rates.
If we formulate the Lagrange dual function of problem
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(even in the scenario deployed, it is achieved by less
than 95% of the users).
To conclude, in a hotspot or corporate scenario,
deploying relays using network-MIMO in the BS–RS link
represents a competitive solution for enhanced services,
since it allows improving cellular spectral efficiency and
outage rate compared to a non-relayed transmission with
cooperating BSs or a relay-based transmission with no
cooperating BSs.(P1)
g γk
	 

; ψi;φi; ηi
	 
  ¼ minimize
r1if g; Tif g
L r1if g; Tif g; γk
	 

; ψi;φi; ηi
	 
 
ð25Þ
Formally, the dual function should be defined as the
infimum of the Lagrangian function, but in our case the
infimum coincides with the minimum since the infimum
is contained in the convex set [19]. This way, we can de-
fine the dual problem of (P1) as
PDPð Þ : maximize
ψi;γk ;φi;ηi≥0
g γk
	 

; ψi;φi; ηi
	 
  ð26Þ
Since (PDP) is convex and satisfies the Slater’s condi-
tion [19], the duality gap between the optimal objective
value of (PDP) and (P1) is zero. Then, (P1) can be solved
equivalently by solving (PDP). Now, we focus on solving5. Conclusions
This article derives the optimal MIMO symbol pre-
coding matrix and power allocation for QoS-constrained
relay-assisted cellular systems, where cooperation be-
tween BS is appointed and the duration of the relaying
phases is fixed beforehand. Results in terms of spectral
efficiency and outage rate with the optimal MIMO
symbol precoding matrix have been obtained and shown
not to be significantly better than those obtained with
the suboptimal precoding, which requires a low-
complexity algorithm and lower computational time.
Moreover, the suitability of applying network-MIMO in
the BS–RS transmission has been proved in a corporate
hotspot scenario. Enhanced results in cellular spectral
efficiency and outage rate are obtained compared to
non-relayed transmission or relayed transmission with
non-cooperative BSs. Further work is oriented to study
modulation-constrained resource allocation for the uplink,
user’s grouping and scheduling strategies, and coordin-
ation of transmissions between cell clusters.
{r1i} and Ti’s for a set of fixed {γk}, {ψi}, {φi}, and {ηi}, as
it is expressed in Equation (25). Notice that Equation
(25) can be separated into R independent minimization
subproblems (on for each UE, see (23)) and hence we
focus on
minimize
r1i;Ti
L^i r1i;Ti; γk
	 

;ψi;φi; ηi
 
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð27Þ
If we define
eTi ¼ VHi BγVi 1=2Ti VHi BγVi 1=2 ð28Þ
the minimization problem in (27) can be reformulated as
minimize
r1i;eTi μi þ ψi þ φi  ηi
 
r1i þ tr eTi 
 ψi log2 IþN1=2i HiVi VHi BγVi
 1=2
eTi VHi BγVi 1=2VHi HHi NH=2i  ð29Þ
On the one hand, the condition to minimize (29) as a
function of r1i is
∂L=∂r1i ¼ 0→ μi þ ψi þ φi  ηi ¼ 0 ð30Þ
On the other hand, the solution to minimize (29) as a
function of T^i can be found applying Hadamard’s in-
equality [23]. Since the logarithm is an increasing func-
tion, it is the same maximizing the logarithm than the
values inside it. Hadamard’s inequality demonstrates that
the optimal solution for those problems is such that di-
agonalizes the values inside the determinant of (27).
Therefore, if we consider the following (reduced) SVD
N1=2i HiVi V
H
i BγVi
 1=2 ¼ UiΛiWiH ð31Þ
where Λi ¼ diag λi1; . . . ; λimið Þ is an mi ×mi diagonal
matrix containing the positive eigenvalues and Ui and
Wi are unitary matrix containing the mi left singular
vectors and the mi right singular vectors, respectively.
Then, the optimal solution for (27) for a set of fixed {γk},
{ψi}, {φi}, and {ηi} is
eTi ¼WiPiWiH i ¼ 1; . . . ;R ð32Þ
where Pi ¼ diag pi1; . . . ; pimið Þ is a diagonal matrix, which
diagonal values can be obtained from the standard water-
filling algorithm [23], when also considering ψi = μi – φi
from (30)
pij γk
	 

;φi
  ¼ μi  φi
ln2
 1
λij2 γk
	 
  !þ
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R j ¼ 1; . . . ;mi
ð33Þ
It can be verified that (32) satisfies the channel diago-
nalization property. Therefore, denoted {γk} and {φi} a
set of non-negative dual variables associated to the kth
per-BS power constraint and the ith per-user transmis-
sion rate, respectively, the optimal solution to (27) for
fixed {γk} and {φi} is given by
Ti ¼ VHi BγVi
 1=2
WiPiWiH VHi BγVi
 1=2
r1i γk
	 

;φi
 
¼
Xmi
j¼1 log2 1þ λ
2
ij γk
	 
 
pij γk
	 

;φi
  
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð34Þ
Once we have the optimal solution for Ti’s and {r1i} for
a set of fixed {γk} and {φi}, we have to optimize {γk} and
{φi} to obtain the optimal solution to (PDP).
On the one hand, we can apply the Karush–Kuhn–
Tucker conditions [19] to obtain the optimal {φi} for
each set of fixed {γk}. Specifically, the Slater’s condition
[19] over the per-user transmission rate specifies
φi r1i  min α2r2i=α1; Smaxmið Þð Þ ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
ð35Þ
So, if the resource allocation for the ith user is non-
limited by the per-user transmission rate (i.e., r1i <min
(α2r2i/α1, Smaxmi) then φi = 0. Otherwise, if the resource
allocation for the ith user is limited by the per-user trans-
mission rate, we need to impose r1i =min(α2r2i/α1,
Smaxmi) and φi can be obtained from the imposition when
substituting (33) into r1i following (34). Then, the optimal
value for {φi} for a set of fixed {γk} can be expressed as
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φi ¼
0 if r1i γk
	 

; 0
 
≤min α2r2i=α1; Smaxmið Þ
μi  ln2⋅ 2
min α2r2i=α1;Smaxmið Þ
Xmi
j¼1 log2 λ
2
ij
  
=mi
" #
otherwise
i ¼ 1; . . . ;R
8><>:
ð36Þ
Notice that the φi
* depends on the number of trans-
mission modes per user (mi) and, in addition, we need
to evaluate r1i with Equation (34) which involves a
water-filling algorithm for the power allocation. For that
reason, the optimal value for φi cannot directly be found.
In this regard, an algorithm to find φi
*, which is based on
hypothetic testing is presented in Algorithm 1. The
underlying idea is to form a hypothesis of the active and
inactive transmission modes and check whether a con-
sistent solution can be found or not. In the Algorithm 1,
initially it is assumed that all transmissions modes are
active (and hence mi = rank (HiVi) i = 1,. . .,R); then, φi
* is
computed following (36) and the power allocation is cal-
culated with (33); in the case that the resulting active
transmission modes due to the power allocation are
lower than those initially supposed, we have to reduce
the number of active transmission modes and make a
new hypothesis; until consistence.
On the other hand, problem (PDP) has to be optimized
in terms of {γk}. The optimum values for {γk} are calcu-
lated using an iterative algorithm in Algorithm 2, which
is based on the ellipsoid method [19]. The subgradients
required to update them are
dk ¼ tr
XR
i¼1BkViTiV
H
i
 
 Pmaxk k ¼ 1; . . . ;B
ð37Þ
Finally, notice that once we have the optimal solution
for {γk}, we can compute the optimal solution for {φi}
following (36), and hence we can directly obtain the op-
timal solution to the problems (PDP) and (P1). In this re-
spect, an effective algorithm is proposed in Algorithm 2
to solve the resource allocation on the BS–RS link sub-
ject to per-BS power constraints, taking into account the
MCS constraints and the constraints imposed by the
RS–UE link. In the algorithm, {γk} are updated following
the ellipsoid method [19], and for each set of {γk}, the
optimal solution for Ti’s, {r1i} and φi
* are computed fol-
lowing (34) and (36).
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